
Life Coaching 
with Lizzy Rich



Hello
Former entertainer and
choreographer
What is life coaching?   
Why I'm here... 
What I know for sure... 
How to get the most from this...



What I want for you over the next 30 days is
to experience yourself as someone who

finishes something.
 

Adopt this motto now
"Done beats perfect."

My Wish For You 



Mind-set



Fixed Mind-set Growth Mind-set

"I am who I am and nothing I
can do will change that."

"It has to be perfect"

"I'll never be able to do that
no matter how hard I try."

"When I put my mind to
anything I can learn how
to do."

"I'll do my best and learn
what I can do better next
time."

"That would be fun to try
that out!"



Fixed Mind-set Growth Mind-set

- Avoids challenge

- Rejects criticism

- Is threatened by
competition

- Embraces challenge

- Learns from criticism

- Is inspired by
competition

Two Types of Mindsets



BeDoHave

How people think change is created 

Once I have 
my dream body 

I'll be able to do 
the things I want 

Then I'll finally 
be happy. 



Be Do Have

Who do I get to be
in order to reach that goal? 

What would that version
of me do to create the

things I want? 

I'm so grateful I have
what I created and what 

it made me along the way. 

How change actually occurs is on 
the identity level.



 Have, Do, Be is why programs or doing it on your own hasn't

worked for you in the PAST. 

How this WILL be different is because of who you are

willing to BE right now and over the next 30 days.  

Decide today who you will start being.

Be radically responsible. What this means is you don’t blame

people or circumstances. You’re either at cause or effect in

your life. Yes, things will happen but you get to choose how

you will respond based on who you choose to be. 



Being radically responsible will look like
understanding the stories you've told yourself

and cleaning up ones that really aren't the
truth about who you are. Then get to writing
some new stories about who you get to be .



Tell me your story

What's the weight you
never go under? 

What's the weight you
never go above? 



What's the meaning you've attached
 to those numbers?

 
 



What you believe to 
be true about yourself.

(identity)

We are creators who create stories all day. 



Write a goodbye letter 
to your former self 

I am sorry...
Please forgive me...
Thank you...
I love you...

Ho'oponopono

The secret here is to give yourself permission to
truly FEEL this forgiveness. This is how we emBODY

this work and reprogram the subconscious mind. 



Celebrate the transformation
 that just occurred!



 Make sure it's some thing to stretch you
 You believe it is possible to achieve

What do you want to experience 
30 days from now? 

1.
2.

Clarity is key 



Let's Time Tavel! 

Day 1 Day 30



Over the next 30 days get to know 
the next version of you. 

 
You are who you surround yourself with.

 
Seeing, feeling and beginning to believe you are 

becoming that version of you is key here. 



Day 1 you Day 30

Your future self that has everything you
desire is your greatest coach 

How were you able to finish this 
challenge so powerfully?

I got passionate, prepared and made this a non
negotiable because I knew if I started the year off with

a bang I'd continue strong into the next month.  



I am a (3 adjectives 1 noun)
 

Ex. "I am a prepared, focused, resilient leader!  
 

Choose what lights you up. What get's you going.
Feel into this.

Matter Moving Moto



Conscious
Creation
"I AM" 



Let's Recap

- Adopted a "Done beats perfect" mentality
- Fixed mindset vs the growth mindset
- Be, Do, Have; why people "fail" or win 
- You are a creator creating stories all day = beliefs about yourself 
- Prayer of forgiveness Ho'oponopono
- Gained clarity and set your 30 Day goal
- You time traveled to meet the new you 30 days from now 
- Created your "I am" Matter Moving Moto 



Habits



What is a habit?
It's a set, series or practice you've

done enough times that it settles in on
a subconscious level and can be

difficult to change. They are built over
time and can be changed over time. 



 Contrast Creates Clarity 

Stop doing. Start doing. 



 Contrast Creates Clarity 

Do less of... Do more of... 



 Contrast Creates Clarity 

Stop being. Start being. 



 Contrast Creates Clarity 

Be less of... Be more of... 



What did that exercise reveal to you?
 



Cue Craving

Habit
Loop

ResponseReward



Pick 1 habit you want to work on 
and create a new loop. 

What cue will remind you of this habit?
What craving are you seeking?
How will you respond?
What will be your reward?

1.
2.
3.
4.



Lemon water in the am
Cue- See my fav cup out on the kitchen table 

Craving- feeling empowered

Response- grab my lemons and make hot water to

drink my tea

Reward- a happy dance and check mark on my

habit tracker  

1.

2.

3.

4.



Measure what Matters 

Old you
Pain
Stuck
Unhappy

New you 
Pleasure
Alive
Happy

Track daily by rating 1 - 5  
Add up each week
Get creative on how you can 

Repeat 

      be more of the YOU you 
      know you truly are the next week.



The habit that continues to change my life 
Scheduling my success



Schedule = Freedom 
Right now open up your calendar and schedule the following

 When will you create time to create your schedule?
 What days & times will you get your workout in? 
 What days & you'll go grocery shopping?
 What days & time you'll prepare your food?
 What day, time & how you'll celebrate completing the challenge?!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



If you say no to your workouts and
meals what are you saying yes to?

 
Whenever you say yes to something
you are saying no to something else. 



Let's Recap

-Constrast create clarity
-Creating a habit loop
-Tracking your habits shows you who you're maintaining or
becoming.
-Importance of scheduling your success
-When you say no to something you're saying yes to something else.
  



Accountability



What is accountability?
It's the ability to count on yourself and others.

What does accountability give you?
Trust in yourself and others. 

What does that lead to?
A positive or negative relationship with yourself and others.



"It's IM-Possible to stay the same 
when you hang out with us." 

Stay close to the fire



Buddy up with someone in the FB group or
write 3 people's names who can support you.

Teaming up with someone to share your
weekly progress and goals increases your

success by 76%.  



Measure what Matters 

Old you
Pain
Stuck
Unhappy

New you 
Pleasure
Alive
Happy

Track daily by rating 1 - 5  
Add up each week
Get creative on how you can 

Repeat 

      be more of the YOU you 
      know you truly are the next week.



Set it and Forget it 
Look at your schedule you just created and
now go set alarms in your phone 

This is your AI accountability buddy

Use a song that also get's you into a powerful
state 



Pain vs. Pleasure
What will you do if
you don't hit your
goal?

Ex. Shave your head 

What will you do
when you do hit your
goal?

Ex. Buy yourself
something nice you've
been wanting



Let's Recap

 -Buddying up with someone will increase your success by 76%

-Measure what matter on a scale of 1-5.

-Set it & forget it. Make alarms your new cue. 

- Decide what you'll do if you don't finish and what you'll do WHEN you do

finish! 



Momentum



The momentum of the objects before impact
is equal to the momentum of the objects
after the impact. The idea here is you get

out what you put in.  



Level UP through leverage

 Who can you attach this goal to?
 Who's opinion matters most to you?
 Who is counting on you?
 Who do you care most about?

1.
2.
3.
4.



What's your "why" that WILL pull you through?
 

When you are rooted in your why 
the "how" WILL come. 



What do you feel could stop you from finishing this
challenge?

What can be put into place to be prepared?

Imagine this... The version of you who made it to day 30,
feeling good about themselves; what did that version of  
you do when things got challenging? 

Be Prepared
Physically, mentally. emotionally and spiritually



Kiss of Success

Keep

It

Simple

Sis/Sir/Soul



Celebrate BEing R.A.D.
Remember- when you remember to do your
workouts & eat healthy

Action- when you're in action with your workout and
witnessing yourself eating healthy choices

Done- when you're done with what you said you'd do.



Let's Recap

- You created leverage through your why and who matters

most. 

- Assessed what could take you out and got prepared

- K.I.S.S. method to maintain momentum  

- Understand the importance of celebrating you wins and

what it reinforces with Celebrating being R.A.D.



This challenge works WHEN you work it!
 

Goals are MET when you MEET the new you.
 

MOVE into a More mind-set.

Over the next 30 days
REMEMBER



Life is a question and how
you live it in the answer.

-Les Brown


